Special Provisions:
ADDITIONAL GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR BURIED PIPELINE
1.

SIBLEY COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS shall be notified 48 hours before construction is begun.

2.

It is the responsibility of the permitted Utility to provide instructions and inspection to assure that the project is completed as
specified.

3.

Unless otherwise specified, cable shall be buried 60 inches below the toe of the inslope.

4.

When approaching entrances, a uniform grade below the adjacent road shoulder shall be maintained whether the cable is
bored or trenched.

5.

All bituminous surfaced entrances and county road approaches either bituminous or gravel surfaced shall require boring.
Other gravel surfaced entrances may be trenched but surface gravel shall be replaced and shaped to existing conditions.

6.

When approaching drainage ditch culverts or bridges, the contractor may deviate from the established alignment and grade
(60 inches below the foreslope toe). The county shall be notified how each specific structure is traversed.

7.

Should existing structures such as culverts aprons, drain tile, tile intakes, signs or other utility facilities be damaged, repairs
or replacement shall be done to the satisfaction of the county.

8.

All disturbed areas shall be reshaped and reseeded. Any foreign material such as dirt or gravel shall be removed from the
roadway surfaces and shoulders in a timely manner.

9.

All above ground pedestals and splice boxes shall be constructed within 1 – 2 feet of the right of way.

10. Coordinate Enhanced 911 addresses for the above ground pipeline structures.

11. As the project nears completion, SIBLEY COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS shall be notified before completion to arrange for a county
field review and approval inspection with a responsible Utility representative prior to construction equipment being moved
off the job. Deviation from this procedure resulting in substandard workmanship will result in a required construction bond
or deposit for future permits by the respective Utility.
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